
Draft Agenda of the  

Meeting of Representatives of Railway Companies of Ukraine, Armenia and Georgia 

proposed by the Logistical Processes and Motorways of the Sea II (‘LOGMOS’) Project to revisit the 
issues of tariff policy  

Participants: Permanent Secretariat of the IGC TRACECA, representatives of Ukrzaliznytsia, 
Georgian Railways and South-Caucasus Railways 

 

Preamble 

The implementation of the pilot project BSAP1, and particularly, the introduction of a fixed-day service 
from all ports of call in the joint-service operated by UkrFerry and BMF between Varna, Illyichevsk, 
Kerch, Poti and Batumi, is mostly hampered by obstacles beyond the control of these Shipping Lines 
and mainly depending on the Railway Companies of Ukraine, Georgia and Armenia. 

These obstacles mainly consist of a number of open issues pending for long. These issues include 
actions to be taken by the railway companies. 

The earliest possible resolution of these technical issues is a necessary pre-requisite for 
implementation of intermodal door-to-door / through tariffs by the Railway Companies in a more 
transparent and commercially efficient way 

The EU-funded Logistical Processes and Motorways of the Sea II (‘LOGMOS’) Project has, therefore, 
proposed to hold a meeting in Kiev on 20 December 2011 to bring together the 3 key players in the 
railway sector in the region, agree upon a list of matters to be dealt with and start jointly defining 
appropriate answers. 

Tentative Agenda 

The tentative agenda covers the following: 

1 Definition of a working procedure at Georgian ports between the Ports, the Shipping Lines (their 
Agents) and the Railway Companies 

• the 3 Railway Companies have to agree in writing upon the fact that the Shipping Lines 
can in no way be held responsible for the cleanliness of the empty wagons presented for 
loading on their vessels at Poti and Batumi back to Illyichevsk; 

• Ukrzaliznytsia, as the main provider and owner of most of these wagons, has to agree with 
its Caucasian counterparts and instruct the Shipping Lines on the way to proceed. For 
instance: 

 Preparing the equipment interchange report (EIR) upon arrival of the wagons at the 
port, prior to loading on the vessels and as long as possible before the arrival of 
vessels at the POL

 Copies of the EIR

, This EIR to be signed (without responsibility for them) by the 
Port, Shipping Agent and Georgian Railway local Representatives, 

 to be kept by the signatories,  to be remitted to the Masters 
for further delivery to Ukrzaliznytsia upon arrival at Illyichevsk, 



 Shipping Lines – unless otherwise authorized in writing by the owner of the wagons 
- not to load wagons for which corresponding EIRs have not been drawn.   

• The 3 Railway Companies must decide together and independently from the above

 Allocation of responsibility for cleaning of empty wagons / railcars, 

 
upon: 

 Distribution of corresponding costs between themselves.  

2 Improving and accelerating loading operations at Poti and Batumi 

• Georgian Railway and South-Caucasus Railway have to issue and relay to the POL and 
the Shipping Agent (for transmission to Shipping Lines HQs): 

 A weekly list of full and empty wagons expected for dispatch / on the way to Poti and 
Batumi indicating their present status and location and ETAs to POLs. 

• Shipping Agent, in agreement with POL and Port Railway Stations has to issue and 
release to the Shipping Lines HQs, Georgian Railway and South-Caucasus Railway: 

 A daily up-dated list of full and empty wagons ready for loading in all respects

3 Improvement of information supply on import wagons/cargoes to South Caucasus Railways 

 (i.e. 
EIRs duly drawn and signed for empties / customs clearance completed for full) in Poti 
and Batumi. 

 Shipping Lines upon completion of loading

 

 at Bulgarian / Ukrainian ports are to relay 
via their Shipping Agents at Poti/Batumi, a list of wagons together with respective 
cargo data  meant for Armenia, 

 Shipping Agents are to keep South Caucasus Railway duly/daily informed about 
progress of discharging operations, dispatch of wagons from PODs and ETAs to final 
destination, 

 
 Georgian Railway are to take over once wagons are on the way/under their 

responsibility and relay daily information on their location, status, ETAs. 
 

The proposed draft procedure is meant to ensure that the vessels are not delayed at ports in 
Georgia due to any reasons beyond the responsibility of the Shipping Lines which reportedly 
disrupt the schedule of the service and thus generate extra running costs. 

This will pave the way to address in a short run the issue of tariffs which, from the Project’s point of 
view, include the 2 main following directions: 

 A benchmarking for the existing door-to-door composite transport prices from/to Ukraine 
to/from Georgia and Armenia via the Railways of the three countries and the Joint Ferry Line 
against alternative routes / modes and against comparable operations elsewhere in the EU, 

 The implementation of operationally viable, competitive door-to-door tariffs based on rail+sea 
transport. 


